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Abstract
Background: While literature exists on using qualitative methods to generate potential attributes for a discrete
choice experiment (DCE), there is little on selecting which attributes to include.
Aim: To present a case study in which a best-worst scaling case 1 (BWS-1) survey was used to guide attribute
selection for a DCE. The case study’s context was the decision making of professionals around the choice of
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) systems for children with limited natural speech.
Methods: BWS-1 survey attributes were generated from literature reviews and focus groups. DCE attributes
were selected from BWS-1 attributes. The selection criteria were: include mostly important attributes; create
coherent descriptions of children and AAC systems; address the project’s research aims; have an appropriate
respondent burden. Attributes’ importance was judged using BWS-1 relative importance scores.
Results: The BWS-1 survey included 19 child and 18 AAC device/system attributes and was administered to
N=93 AAC professionals. Four child and five device/system attributes were selected for the DCE, administered
to N=155 AAC professionals.
Conclusions: In this case study BWS-1 results were useful in DCE attribute selection. Four recommendations are
made for future studies: define selection criteria for DCE attributes a priori; consider the impact participant’s
perspective will have on BWS-1 and DCE results; clearly define key terminology at the start of the study and
refine it as the study progresses to reflect interim findings; BWS will be useful when there is little existing stated
preference work on a topic and/or qualitative work is difficult.
Keywords: discrete choice experiment; best-worst scaling; attribute development; attribute selection;
methodology
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1.

Introduction

Discrete choice experiments (DCEs) are an increasingly popular tool to investigate preferences in healthcare.1-4
In a DCE respondents make choices between hypothetical objects (e.g. treatments) described by a set of attributes
(e.g. efficacy, side effects). Each attribute can take a number of levels, and by varying the levels in each question,
it is possible to analyse the trade-offs respondents make between them.
Developing a DCE requires constructing a set of attributes and levels, which are meaningful to respondents,
capture the most salient aspects of decision-making and can address the research question. It is usually best
practice to generate attributes using qualitative methods (e.g. focus groups) as well as drawing on previous
literature and expert input.5-11 However, this process usually produces more potential attributes than the 5-6
typically included in a DCE.
The process of selecting final attributes from a list of many candidates is relatively neglected in the literature.
There is no consensus on the optimal way to develop DCEs,12 but Janssen et al.13 propose a general framework
which has been used by several DCEs14-18. However, none of the framework’s five steps * explicitly include
selecting which attributes to include from a list of candidates. Bridges et al.5 present a checklist for good practice
in DCEs which includes whether attribute selection was done appropriately (item 2.2). However, they do not
discuss what criteria should be used for selection, or give details about what methods are useful in practice.
We present a case study in which as part of a single pre-planned research project a best-worst scaling case 1†
(BWS-1) survey19 was conducted followed by a DCE,20 with BWS-1 results used to inform DCE attribute
selection. This study sought to demonstrate that BWS-1 results can provide a sound and quantitatively robust
evidence base for researchers to draw on in DCE attribute selection. We present a case study, highlighting issues
which arose, discussing advantages and disadvantages of the process, and finish with a list of recommendations
for future studies.
BWS-1, and the related methods of BWS case 2 (BWS-2) and BWS case 3 (BWS-3) surveys are common in
healthcare.21 Participants are shown 5-6 attributes drawn from a longer list and select which they consider the best
and worst (or alternative terms depending on context). The relative importance of each attribute can then be
estimated on a ratio scale. BWS-1 contrasts with DCE, as participants choose a single attribute in isolation, rather
than selecting a choice object comprised of multiple attributes. BWS-1 is complementary to DCE, as it can
accommodate many more attributes (e.g. Hofstede et al.22 include 53), though at the cost of not gathering as much
information on any single attribute. BWS-2 and BWS-3 may be seen as substitutes for DCE, as all three methods
examine a similar number of attributes, with different levels for the attributes.
A literature search was carried out (see appendix for details). Several studies compare BWS and DCE results, the
majority of which focus on BWS-2,23-29 although some studies either compare or combine BWS-1 and DCE

*

The five steps are: evidence synthesis, expert consultation, stakeholder engagement, pre-test interviews and
pilot testing.
†
Also known as best-worst scaling object case.
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results.30-33 However, no study used BWS-1 results in DCE attribute selection, thus we believe this is the first
study to do so.
DCE and BWS-1 results may have different properties, with one interpretation being that BWS elicits relative
values rather than preferences.34 However, data from each method can be analysed using a random utility
framework,35 and there is evidence that BWS-1 results are consistent with participants’ preferences in a DCE.3033

The case study was carried out in the field of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) provision for
children as part of a wider research project called Identifying appropriate symbol communication aids for children
who are non-speaking: enhancing clinical decision making (I-ASC).36 Children with speech difficulties rely on
AAC to express themselves.

Speech difficulties may be related to several conditions (cerebral palsy,

intellectual/developmental delays, autism spectrum condition). AAC encompasses many aids and techniques
which supplement spoken communication, including low-tech options such as picture/letter boards and high-tech
devices which may synthesize speech. The needs and abilities of children vary hugely, and AAC systems/devices*
must be carefully matched to children to take account of each individual’s particular needs and circumstances.
No prior stated preference work existed in AAC to give guidance as to which potential attributes to select. In
addition, the complex nature of the decision-making environment meant that we wished to present DCE choice
tasks with participants choosing between which AAC system to provide for a hypothetical child vignette,
constructed from a set of child attributes. We thus required attributes both for children and AAC systems,
contributing to there being many potential attributes, with little evidence as to which to select. The above situation
was the primary motivation to conduct a BWS-1 survey, then incorporate the results into DCE attribute selection.
The present article focuses on survey instrument development. For details of the individual studies, see Webb et
al.19 and Webb et al.20. For more information on AAC terminology, Beukelman and Mirenda37 is an introductory
text.
2.

Methods

Figure 1 gives a timeline of project events.
Focus groups were conducted with 31 AAC clinical specialist stakeholders 38,39 and reviews of the AAC literature
were carried out.40 Potential BWS-1 attributes were identified from this material and condensed into an initial list
of child and AAC device attributes by authors (EW, DM, YL, NR, SJ, JG, LM) with expertise in AAC, speech
and language therapy, qualitative research and health economics. These lists were reduced by combining similar
attributes (e.g. age and educational stage). Feedback was received from other authors and a project advisory group
comprising AAC professionals, people who use AAC, and relatives and support personnel of people who use
AAC. Attribute identification and refinement was done by unstructured discussion between authors until all were
in agreement.

*

Note that the terms “system” and “device” are not fully synonymous, and device was used in the BWS-1
survey and system was used in the DCE survey. Further details are given in section 3. In the current paper, the
word system is used except for in the specific context of the BWS survey.
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Two BWS-1 exercises, one for child and one for AAC device attributes, were administered online as a single
questionnaire to AAC professionals who work with children. The questionnaire was piloted with N=5 AAC
professionals and minor changes made to language and formatting. Figure 2 shows an example task. Results were
analysed using mixed logit models, producing relative importance scores (RIS) for attributes.19
Following the BWS-1, a DCE was carried out. Respondents chose an AAC device/system for a vignette describing
a hypothetical child. Child and AAC system attributes were selected from BWS-1 attributes. This was achieved
by consensus discussions between all authors.
Attributes were selected using the following criteria:1) Most attributes should be anticipated to be highly important in participants’ decision-making;
2) DCE results would address the research project’s specific aims;
3) DCE attributes should form coherent and realistic descriptions for both children and AAC systems;
4) The number of attributes should be small enough that the cognitive burden would be reasonable, and that
models could be estimated given the expected sample size.
Attributes’ anticipated importance (criterion 1) was judged using attributes’ RIS from the BWS-1. Overall,
attributes were selected pragmatically: no explicit weighting was given to the criteria, but individual attributes
contributed more to satisfying some criteria than others.
Although BWS-1 RIS was important in selecting attributes, there was no pre-set threshold above which an
attribute would automatically be selected (e.g. if an attribute was in the top three it would be selected). The
research project particularly aimed to investigate symbols used in AAC systems, thus attributes related to graphic
symbols were prioritised (criterion 2). However, no a priori decisions were made to include any attributes in the
DCE regardless of BWS-1 results. Whether DCE attributes satisfied criteria 3 and 4 was assessed firstly by
members of the research team with AAC expertise, then verified in piloting.
The attributes’ language was refined in the light of BWS-1 findings and to fit a different decision-making context.
(For example, in a DCE levels are presented alongside attributes, unlike in BWS-1.)
Attribute selection and refinement was carried out by unstructured discussion between authors until consensus
was achieved. A DCE was created and piloted with N=5 AAC professionals, with minor changes made to wording
and formatting. Figure 3 shows an example choice task. The DCE was administered online to AAC
professionals.20
3.

Results

Initial lists of 31 child and 29 AAC device related attributes (Table A 1 and Table A 2) were condensed into lists
of 19 child and 18 AAC device attributes (Table 1) used in the BWS-1. Completed responses from N=93
participants were analysed, producing meaningful results.19
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Following the BWS-1, four child and five AAC system attributes were selected for the DCE, given in Table 3, as
well as attributes’ rank in terms of BWS-1 RIS. The wording of three out of four child attributes and three out of
six AAC system attributes was edited between BWS-1 and DCE.
Predicted future needs and abilities had the sixth highest RIS. However, it was felt that for vignettes to give a
realistic summary of a child, it was necessary to include an indication of the child’s predicted future trajectory.41,42
“Children’s predicted future needs and abilities” was changed to “predicted future skills and abilities” to make
levels easier to create. Levels needed to capture a child progressing or regressing in ability, and their needs
changing due to different abilities. However, it was difficult to succinctly capture changing needs due to
developing/regressing abilities, so the wording was changed to remove the reference to needs.
Graphic representation ranked 12th out of 18 in RIS, but was included as one of five AAC system attributes, due
to the wider research project’s focus on graphic representation (the type of symbol a system uses).
Some changes in wording were made due to the different formats of BWS-1 and DCE. The layout of the DCE
(Figure 3) displayed AAC system attributes as short “headlines” followed by longer descriptions below. This was
possible due to attribute labels remaining unchanged in each DCE question, so respondents did not have to read
them every time. In the BWS-1, different attributes were shown in each question, and respondents had to read the
whole list every time, making a similar visual layout to the DCE impractical. Thus the information contained in
the DCE attribute descriptions had to be included in the attribute name for the BWS-1 survey. For example,
“vocabulary or language packages” in the BWS-1 became “vocabulary sets” in the DCE.
The term “AAC device” used in the BWS-1 was changed to “AAC system”. Although nomenclature is not
completely rigid, participants perceived “AAC device” to imply high-tech powered electronic devices, whereas
AAC system encompassed both powered high-tech devices as well as paper and person based AAC strategies, for
example boards with letters/words/pictures on them. The change was possible as attributes specific to high-tech
powered devices, e.g. battery life, were not included in the DCE.
DCE pilot testing revealed a need for a slightly different target population than for the BWS-1. Testing showed
some AAC professionals, although they had clinical experience, had little input into decisions about which AAC
system to choose for a child. (For example, occupational therapists who help children with adjustments to AAC
systems selected by other members of a clinical team.) These individuals struggled to give meaningful answers
drawing on their own experience. No similar problems were found in BWS-1 testing. A screening question was
added to the survey which redirected individuals without the necessary experience for completing the DCE tasks
to answer only demographic questions.*
The survey was completed by N=172 participants, of which 155 answered yes to the above question and answered
DCE questions. Analysis produced meaningful results.20
4.

*

Discussion

The specific wording of the questions was: “I confirm my work involves assessing children for AAC systems
and I contribute to the decision making in relation to the language and vocabulary organisation within AAC
systems (Yes/No).”
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The DCE attribute selection criteria detailed in section 2 were similar to those implicitly or explicitly used in
developing most DCEs (see e.g. item 6 of the ISPOR Checklist for Conjoint Analysis in Health5). The difference
here is that candidate attributes’ anticipated importance was informed by BWS-1 results, and it is instructive to
examine how this influenced the application of the criteria.
We did not simply select the top ranked BWS-1 attributes, as this would not have resulted in an appropriate DCE
instrument. The attributes graphic representation and battery life illustrate how different selection criteria were
more relevant for different attributes. There was no significant difference in the attributes’ RIS, being ranked 12th
and 13th respectively out of 18. Although neither was expected to be among the most important in DCE participants’
decision-making (criterion 1), graphic representation was the attribute most suited to address the project’s focus
on symbols used in AAC systems. Thus it was selected for inclusion under criterion 2. Battery life was not useful
to address the project’s aims, nor was it necessary for a realistic description of an AAC system (criterion 3). Thus
it was excluded from the DCE, reducing the number of attributes in line with criterion 4.
There was less reliance on the research team’s prior beliefs when applying criterion 1 than would otherwise have
been the case. The authors’ prior belief was that battery life would be important, and there were even worries that
it might dominate other attributes. However, the BWS-1 provided detailed quantitative information from many
AAC professionals indicating battery life did not fulfil the inclusion criteria.
For some attributes, criterion 3 was most relevant. For example, predicted future skills and abilities, with the 6th
highest RIS, was included as one of four child attributes, as it was necessary to create realistic child vignettes. As
four child attributes was felt to be a maximum to not overburden participants (criterion 4), this necessitated not
including one of the top four ranked child attributes. Support for AAC from communication partners, ranked 2nd,
was omitted as it was felt to be the least necessary to form realistic child vignettes or to address the project’s aims.
The above discussion highlights that selecting DCE attributes remains a pragmatic and subjective process after
incorporating a BWS-1. However, BWS-1 results can give clarity to both researchers and the reader. As the BWS1 results were also published, the reader can observe researchers’ selection decisions, in line with
recommendations43 that studies report greater detail on instrument development.
It was assumed that the relative importance participants ascribed to BWS-1 attributes was informative about how
DCE participants would respond. BWS-1 and DCE have different properties. It is argued that they elicit different
sorts of information, with DCEs eliciting preferences and BWS values,24,34 and there is evidence they measure
different constructs.23 However, a random utility framework is usually used to analyse both BWS-1 and DCE
data35,44, and there is evidence that BWS-1 RIS corresponds to utility weights in a DCE.30-33
BWS-1 results gave additional information to update prior beliefs about which candidate attributes fulfilled the
criteria for inclusion in the DCE. In this light, methodological differences seem less important, as the assumption
that BWS RIS is informative about the relative importance of DCE attributes is both reasonable and supported by
empirical evidence,33 not least the current project’s results. For example, graphical representation had the lowest
RIS of any BWS-1 attribute included in the DCE. Although it had a significant effect on decision-making in the
DCE, it also had the lowest relative importance.
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BWS-1 is an alternative to existing methods which also have significant differences in their properties and the
constructs they measure. Studies using nominal group technique often perform a ranking exercise at the end [6].
Others studies use Q-methodology, in which participants sort candidate attributes from most to least important on
a board.45,46 BWS-1 has advantages over these alternatives, for example it imposes a lower cognitive burden than
ranking,

47

potentially giving more reliable results, as well as allowing statistical significance testing of the

difference in importance of two attributes.
The conclusions that drawn from BWS-1 and DCE depend on their context, and on what perspective participants
are asked to complete tasks from.48,49 The current study examined a particular perspective with a professional
population, whereas the majority of healthcare DCEs target a patient or general public population,1,4 and it is
possible to elicit preferences from many different perspectives.48,49 While in principle incorporating BWS-1 into
DCE attribute development should be possible in other contexts, a single study can only demonstrate feasibility
in one. We discuss first methodological lessons from the current context, then potential issues which might arise
in other areas.
In the current study, BWS-1 and DCE decisions were made in different contexts. The BWS-1 measured the
relative importance of child and AAC device attributes in general, i.e. averaged over the case mix AAC
professionals encounter in practice. In contrast, the DCE examined their decision-making for a specific child
vignette.* Having different perspectives had benefits, in that each addressed the research question of how AAC
professionals make decisions from different angles. The DCE examined trade-offs made between AAC system
attributes for a child with specific characteristics. However, the set of child vignettes shown to DCE participants
was not representative of the population of children seen by AAC professionals. The BWS-1 measured how
important attributes were in typical practice, which the DCE could not. The disadvantage of different perspectives
in the BWS-1 and DCE was a greater risk that BWS-1 RIS would be misleading as to attributes’ importance in a
DCE.
A different perspective in the DCE was essential in this area due to the large amount of heterogeneity in the
population of children who would benefit from AAC. In areas outside AAC this may not be necessary. For
example, DCEs may be used to investigate clinician preferences for screening programmes.50,51 In that case, it
would be straightforward to have the same perspective by asking in a BWS-1 what factors are considered most
and least important for screening programmes, then in a DCE asking to choose which of two programmes to
implement. (This perspective is classified as proxy ex-ante by Tsuchiya and Watson.49) Patient preferences and/or
willingness-to-pay for treatments it would also be natural to have the same perspective for a BWS-1 (what is the
most/least important aspect of treatment?) and a DCE (what is your preferred treatment?). (This perspective is
classified as personal ex-post by Tsuchiya and Watson.49)
As perspective may influence how participants respond to surveys48,52-54 a possible advantage of using the same
perspective for BWS-1 and DCE is greater correspondence between the participants’ responses in the two formats.
This may be especially important if the research is eliciting WTP. In this case, external validity could be
compromised if a highly valued attribute is omitted from the DCE. Having the same perspective would also enable
*

These correspond to the social ex ante case 1 and proxy ex post perspectives respectively in Tsuchiya and
Watson’s49 classification system.
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the estimation of joint models with BWS-1 and DCE data33, although care should be taken in interpreting the
results of such models given the methods’ different properties.34
There are also drawbacks to using the same perspective in BWS-1 and DCE. Using different perspectives gave
complementary findings, giving insight both into AAC professionals’ priorities over the population of children
they see in practice, as well as the detailed trade-offs made between AAC attributes when deciding for a specific
child.
Depending on a study’s context and target population, there may be a choice between using the same or differing
perspectives in BWS-1 and DCE. In such cases, researchers should carefully consider the trade-offs between
potentially greater correspondence between BWS-1 RIS and DCE attribute importance, and being able to address
research questions from different perspectives. Even where there is little freedom to choose different perspectives,
it is still recommended to consider the impact of participants’ perspectives on the interpretation of results.
As well as theoretical considerations, this study highlighted practical issues in incorporating a BWS-1 into DCE
attribute selection. First, some necessary and desirable changes to terminology were made in translating BWS-1
attributes to DCE attributes. The shift from AAC device to AAC system was discussed above, and changes in
attributes’ wording are shown in Table 1. Changing terminology will to some extent have altered the constructs
that attributes were capturing. However, the different perspectives discussed above meant BWS-1 and DCE
attributes would inevitably be conceptually different.
The experience of this study was that language and terminology was important to consider and refine throughout
the project. A recommendation for future studies is to carefully define key terminology at the project’s inception,
and to continuously reassess and refine it as the project progresses.
Many DCEs gather information on attributes’ relative importance from existing DCEs in the area. However, in
AAC, no stated preference studies existed prior to this project, making BWS-1 results especially valuable. Our
experience was that having BWS-1 results available in DCE attribute selection was extremely helpful. On this
basis, it is recommended that incorporating BWS-1 results in DCE attribute selection will be most useful in similar
areas with many potential attributes and little or no previous stated preference work.
Even in fields with several prior DCEs, BWS-1 results could still be useful, as there may be a risk of “path
dependency” in the literature. If the first stated preference study in a given field omits attributes, subsequent
studies are more likely to omit them as well, leading to only a narrow range of attributes being examined. For
example, Janssen et al.13 found only 10 distinct attribute categories in the area of type 2 diabetes, and Webb et
al.55 found 13 in the field of multiple sclerosis. In addition, new clinical and social developments may decrease
the current relevance of past studies.
Adding a BWS-1 to DCE instrument development means a greater workload and longer project timelines than a
DCE alone. In the current project, it was an advantage that it examined professionals’ views, so several members
of the research team were part of the target population. If patient preferences were being elicited, then stakeholder
involvement would have been more resource intensive, both in developing BWS-1 attributes and translating them
to DCE attributes. For example, when creating levels for DCE attributes, the research team was able to verify they
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were meaningful and in an appropriate range. With a patient population this may require greater resources, for
example focus groups to obtain patients’ input.
It is a disadvantage of the current study that it presents only one case study in one clinical area. It also targets a
professional population, whereas DCEs with patient respondents are more common.4 Future research could
usefully investigate the feasibility of the method with patients.
The population of AAC professionals who work with children in the UK is small, and many will have responded
to both surveys (though data is not available on how many). It is not desirable to have DCE respondents who
previously may have completed the BWS-1, as it is not known whether and in what way the earlier survey may
have influenced their DCE choices. Thus a disadvantage of this method is that with a small potential respondent
pool, there will inevitably be an overlap in participation between the two surveys.
5.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a BWS-1 can be useful in informing attribute selection for a DCE. This study has also
shown that using BWS-1 and DCE as part of a pre-defined research project can produce synergies, giving greater
insight than carrying out each study singly, especially in a complex decision-making environment where no prior
stated preference work has been conducted.
We propose that incorporating a BWS-1 into the process of DCE instrument development is a valid and robust
method, and we finish with a set of recommendations for future studies:1) Have a clear plan of how DCE attribute selection will proceed, including what selection criteria will be
used in addition to BWS-1 results. For example, researchers may establish a priori that to address the
research question some attributes will be included in the DCE regardless of BWS-1 results.
2) Clearly define the decision-making context and participants’ perspectives in both the BWS-1 and DCE,
and consider the impact perspective will have on findings.
3) Clearly define key terminology at the beginning of the project and refine it as necessary as it progresses
in the light of interim findings.
4) Consider using a BWS-1 to inform DCE attribute development and selection, especially in areas with
little prior stated preference work and/or extensive qualitative work is difficult. However, there may
still be many advantages to the approach where this is not the case.
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Table 1: Best-worst scaling case 1 attributes
Child attributes
Access to professional AAC support
Attention level
Child's determination and persistence
Child’s receptive and expressive language abilities
Communication ability with aided AAC
Educational stage
Functional visual skills
History of aided AAC use
Insight into own communicative skills
Level of fatigue
Level of learning ability
Literacy ability
Mobility
Physical abilities for access
Predicted future needs and abilities
Presence of additional diagnoses
Primary diagnosis
Speech skills and intelligibility
Support for AAC from communication partners
AAC device attributes
Additional assistive technology functions
Appearance
Battery life
Consistency of layout and navigation
Cost
Durability and reliability
Ease of customization
Ease of mounting on a range of equipment
Graphic representation
Number of cells per page
Number of key presses required to generate symbol or text output
Portability
Range of access methods
Size of output vocabulary
Supplier support
Type of vocabulary organization
Vocabulary or language package(s)
Voice
Note. DCE = discrete choice experiment

Included in DCE?
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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Table 2: Discrete choice experiment attributes and levels and corresponding best-worst scaling case 1
attributes
BWS attribute

BWS
rank

DCE attribute

DCE levels

1

Receptive and expressive
language

Communication ability with
aided AAC

3

Communication ability
with AAC

Child's determination and
persistence

4

Child’s determination and
persistence

Predicted future needs and
abilities

6

Predicted future skills and
abilities

Delayed
Receptive language exceeding
expressive language
No previous AAC experience
Abe to use AAC for a few
communicative functions
Able to use AAC for a range of
communicative functions
Does not appear motivated to
communicate through any methods
and means
Motivated to communicate through
symbol communication systems
Only motivated to communicate
through methods other than symbol
communication
Regression
Plateau
Progression

1

Vocabulary sets

Consistency of layout and
navigation

2

Consistency of layout

Type of vocabulary
organization

5

Type of vocabulary
organisation

Size of output vocabulary

7

Size of vocabulary

Graphic representation

12

Graphic representation

Child attributes
Child’s receptive and
expressive language abilities

AAC device/system attributes
Vocabulary or language
package(s)

Note. DCE = discrete choice experiment; BWS = best-worst scaling

No vocabulary set
Fixed vocabulary set
Vocabulary set with staged
progression
Consistency of some aspects of layout
Consistency of all aspects of layout
Idiosyncratic layout
Visual scene
Taxonomic
Semantic-syntactic
Pragmatic
Up to 50 vocabulary items
50-1000 vocabulary items
More than 1000 vocabulary items
Photos
Pictographic symbol set
Ideographic symbol system (with
rules or encoding)
Text
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Figure 1: Timeline of project events

BWS – Best-worst scaling
DCE – Discrete choice experiment
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Figure 2: Example best-worst scaling task
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Figure 3: Example discrete choice experiment task

